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DESIGN OF HIGH CAPACITY SEED PROCESSING PLANTS
Bill Wallace and George Dougherty11
Individual seed handling requirements vary widely, but there are
several points that should never be overlooked in designing a seed instal lation . The seed handling system must: (1) utilize methods and
equipment adequate to complete operations on time, (2) maintain seed
quality by preventing mechanical damage and contamination and (3) keep
the unit cost of handling seed low enough to be competitive.
Primarily due to the last point cited, i.e., competition, the emphasis in designing has shifted from low to high-capacity seed installations. Today, many seed installations are being designed to handle an
increasing volume of a fewer number of crops , frequently only one or two.
If more than one crop, all require similar, or relatively simple, seed
handling procedures. A rice-soybean seed installation is one example of
a compatable dual crop seed operation.
Examples of some seed handling systems being employed by Hi-capacity
soybean and rice seed processors are shown in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Operations at a rice and/or soybean seed installation do not differ from
those at most seed installations . Seed are received, dried, processed
and either bagged or placed in bins for loading-out in bulk. Consequently, the handling systems shown are adaptable to a wide range of crop
kinds.
Recei ving and drying are critical operations. The seed handling system must be adequately sized and suffi ci ently flexible to to the job the
owner wants. A typical receiving, drying and storage seed handling system for rice and soyb~ans is shown in Figure 1. Upon arrival at the seed
facility, the truck is weighed and the seed is discharged into a custom
built driveway grain dump with attached shaker discharge spout. Shaker
pits of this type, for example the A.T. Ferrell ''Clipper" Vibro-Pit, are
preferred for installations where commodity damage must be avoided and
thorough clean-out is required . Shaker pits are available in many sizes.
Seed discharged from the shaker pit enter the main receiving elevator,
or if scalping is required the elevator feeding the scalper. Scalped
seed are fed into the receiving elevator which elevates them to the conveyor system over the drying bins. Elevators in the receiving area are
of the standard centrifugal belt-bucket type. They are high capacity
elevators designed to handle products gently.
1l Mr . Wallace is Sales Manager, Ferrell-Ross, Saginaw Michigan

and Mr. Dougherty is an Assistant Agronomist, Seed Technology Laboratory, Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, MS.
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Figure 1.

Typical seed rice and soybean drying and
storage facility.
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The seed drying facility consists of perforated flat-floor bins, a
bin-l oading conveyor system over the bins and a bin-unloading conveyor
system under the bins . Both systems use drag flight conveyors. Drag
flight conveyors should not be confused with a drag or cleat type.
In
a drag flight type, flights shaped to fit the contour of the "U 11 trough
are secured to a chain. The seed being conveyed is carried along the
bottom of the trough to the point of discharge. The non-metallic surface of the f li ghts prevent abrassive wear on trough metal and prevent
damage to the seed . Drag flight conveyors are known for easy product
handling, for being practically self cleaning and are easily inspected.
They are suited for multiple inlets and outlets. Power requirements
are low. Flight conveyors have wide application and capacities range
from 800 to 14,000 bushels per hour.
The 11 0verhead 11 bin-loading conveyor system consists of three conveyors, a reversible flow cross-conveyor and two single direction flow
conveyors, one over each line of bins. Each of these two conveyors have
10 discharge outlets, two for each bin. The double discharge outlet per
bin system is recommended for soybeans to reduce seed impact damage.
When loading a bin the discharge outlet nearest the bin side-wall is
opened first. This outl et i s connected by downspout to a bean ladder
inside the bin . Ladders are used to control the descent of the soybeans. After the bin is partially filled the second discharge outlet
gate is opened to complete bin loading. Lockout valves are instal l ed
under each conveyor discharge outlet to prevent contamination of the
seed in a bin by foreign materials in the event a discharge slide
gate is opened accidently.
The bin-unloading conveyor systems consists of four reversible
flow conveyors. Seed from any of the 10 bins can be conveyed to either
the receiving or the processing plant elevator.
The seed handling system shown in Figure 1 provides the owner with
a great deal of fl exibility . Some exampl es are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

seed, as it is received, can be pl aced in any of the
drying bins.
seed can be transferred from any bin to any other bin.
unprocessed seed, in storage , can be loaded-out in
bulk.
any bin can be utilized as a temporary storage area
for seed awaiting processing.

It is a rare occurance to find two seed processing plants alike,
even two plants processing the same crop. Examples of different
handling systems for rice and soybeans are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Processing capacity of both plants is approximately 150 and 250 bushels
per hour, respectively, for rice and soybeans .
While not widely practiced in the industry, some seedsmen are
marketing unpackaged processed seed in truck-l oad lots. A seed handling system employing bulk load-out bins i s i l lustrated in Figure 2.
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Hi-capacity seed rice and soybean processing
plant with .bulk load-out bins.
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Seed flow through this facility is relatively simple. Incoming dried
seed are placed in elevated, hoppered-bottom, bulk load-out bins. These
are dual purpose bins, when not being used to store incoming seed they
can be used to store processed seed awaiting shipment. From these bins
the uncleaned seed is conveyed, via the main receiving elevator, to the
Hi-capacity, spl it-flow, A.T. Ferrell Model G2248BD air-screen machine
for cleaning. If additional processing is not required the "cleaned"
seed is returned to the bulk load-out bins. If additional processing
i s required, "cleaned" soybeans a:re passed through the spiral separators,
~nd "cleaned" rice through the disc separators before being returned to
the bulk load-out bins . The soybeans are ready for shipment. The rice
is treated just prfor to· shipment.
A more conventional Southeast U.S. processing plant seed handling
system is illustrated in Figure 3. It differs from the sys tem in Figure
2 in that additional equipment is installed in the rice processing equipment line and, for marketing purposes, the processed seed is packaged in
bags. A typical Hi-capacity soybean processing seed handling system is
illustrated fn Figure 4.
A Hi-capacity seed facility will be costly to construct and equip.
Consequently, to protect against building what is commonly referred to as
a "White Elephant", consult with people who can give accurate answers.
There is no standard seed facility; the best design depends strictly on
what the owner wants to be a5le to do.
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Figure 4.

Hi-capacity seed soybean processing plant.

